
Review Session 2-D!
2/18/20

Adding new ~dimensions~



Reminder:
Learning Lab Tues Wed 5-7pm FB007
Resource for unlimited conceptual help!



Overview

★ 2D arrays 
○ Declaration, initialization, accessing, reassignment, nested for 

loops
★ Hot date &  Check In on coursecare
★ Scope

○ Globals, blocks, variable shadowing, name resolution
★ Environment diagrams 2.0

○ Ft. Globals, blocking



Quick Review on Arrays!

● Can hold MULTIPLE values of the SAME type
● Element access by array[index] notation
● Effective with for loops!



New Dimensions!

● What if an array, can hold, well ARRAYS?

Value0

Value1

Value2

Value3



New Dimensions!

● What if an array, can hold, well ARRAYS?
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New Dimensions!

● What if an array, can hold, well ARRAYS?

Array0[0] Array0[1] Array0[2] Array0[3]

Array1[0] Array1[1] Array1[2] Array1[3]

Array2[0] Array2[1] Array2[2] Array2[3]

Array3[0] Array3[1] Array3[2] Array3[3]



Declaration and Initialization

● Do NOT put the second [ ] when initializing!
● This is you setting the rows up



Declaration and Initialization

● Each row array must then be initialized to have columns

● Why are there errors here? -> 



Declaration and Initialization

● Each column array can then be assigned primitive values

2 3 4



Declaration and Initialization

● Each column array can then be assigned primitive values

2 3 4



Properties of 2D Arrays

arrays[i][j] => accesses a specific element to read/write

arrays.length => indicates the number of rows

arrays[i].length => indicates the number of elements at row i



Populating the Array

● One element at a time: ● One row at a time:



Swapping!

How would you swap the first and second row? 



Swapping!

How would you swap the first and second row? 

Would this work if arrays[0] and arrays[1] were passed into a swap function?



NOPE!

● If arrays are passed into a function outside of its scope, within the 
function, the arrays will swap

● Does not stay swapped after return 



Nested For Loops!



How many Iterations?



Answers ;)

1. 200
2. 40
3. 45
4. 0 :)



Challenge!!

Write a function called mult:

Given a number, n, return a multiplication table of all numbers from 1 to n



Challenge Solution:



Hot! Date! And! Check-In!

Go to course.care and check-in using:

CB626

And talk to your neighbor about if you think we are ~living 
in a simulation~ and why!



Scope

➔ Scope: area where a variable accessible within your program-- determined 
by where the variable is declared NOT assigned

You can always look 
out but never in!



Globals & Blocks

Globals Variables: declared in the 
globals frame, accessible 
anywhere throughout the program

Blocked Variables: variables declared 
in a block of code, only accessible 
within that block

Global Neo

Blocked Neos



Variable Shadowing

More than one variable with the 
same name is allowed if they are 
scoped within different blocks 



Shadowing is possible because name resolution will 
look inside its block first, then the frame, then globals



What would be printed?



Environment Diagram with 2D Arrays



Add main to the stack Should still have globals!



Declare and Initialize triples 



Enter for loops 



CORRECTION!!

9-13

10-12
j

0

Nested for loops should look like this



triplet function call 



triplet again!



And again! 



Increment outer for loop and do triplet again 



triplet again 



And again!



Increment outer for loop and do triplet again  



triplet again 



Last triplet



Final Result...



Environment Diagram with Scoping and Global Variables 

Quick Reminder!!



Add globals frame 



Add main frame 



Lines 8-11

What is printed 
from line 9? 

1. If currently inside of a 
block, check that 
block first
 
Found It!



Block 12-15



Lines 16-17

What’s printed on 
line 16? 

Not inside a block...

3. Check the 
current frame 

4. Check the 
globals frame 

Found It!



Block 18-20

What’s printed on 
line 19? 

1. Check the 
block first

2. (not in nested 
blocks)

3. Check the 
current frame

Found It!



Final result!



Extra Code Writing Practice #1

● Given a 2D array, change every border value from 
a 0 to a 1 and print the result 

● You can assume it will be square 
● Use Case: 6x6 array 

● Edge Case: 1x1 array 

Starter Code: (for a 6x6 array) 



Possible Answer #1a

Check if in first or 
last row

Check if in first or 
last column 



Possible answer #1b

Combine row and column checks!



Possible answer #1c

Combine it all!!



Extra Code Writing Practice #2

● Given a 2D array of test scores 
called grades, write a function 
called grader that returns a 2D 
array of letter grades

● If score >= 90: should be A
● If 80 <= score < 90: should be B
● If 70 <= score < 80: should be C
● If 60 <= score < 70: should be D
● If score < 60: should be F 



Desired Output: 



grader Answer: 



Final whole program: 



Extra Code Writing Practice #3

● Write a void function called 
average that takes in a 2D 
array of test scores 

● Each row represents a student 
and the 3 columns represent 
their 3 test scores

● average must find the 
average test score for each 
student and print the result 

Example Input: Output: 



average answer: 



Final whole program: 


